UnitedCoin is a multicurrency banking system owned by its community.
UnitedCoin bridges the gap between traditional finance and decentralized financial instruments by using Blockchain
Technology: an advanced method of securing, storing and transacting data over the internet.
Being fully regulated and insured helps UnitedCoin accomplish its vision to empower everyone with simple access
to a beneficial financial system. It seeks the unity of all financial tools and presents them as an intuitive way to run
business and manage finances.
First, UnitedCoin is an exchange that allows its members to trade cryptocurrencies and traditional currencies with
the lowest transaction fees in the market. Members can freely trade or hold traditional currency and cryptocurrency.
They may also send the currency of their choice by email or text message with the web platform or mobile app.
Transaction costs and services on the exchange are paid in UNITs, UnitedCoin’s own cryptocurrency.
The exchange is directly connected to an international debit card UnitedCoin provides its members in order to bridge
the gap between cryptocurrencies and traditional currencies. Cardholders may freely withdraw funds from their
crypto or traditional currency account, at any ATM around the world in the local currency.
UnitedCoin is first a community, we reward our members. The reward systems, as well as the mining proceeds, are
distributed to the community in UNITs.
UnitedCoin allows its members to lend the spare capacity of their devices to the network in order to secure the
network and receive rewards. This is referred to as “Mining”.
We reward members monthly by injecting 20% of profits into UnitedCoin. This is called the MMA: Monthly Member
Allowance.
Members earn rewards for saving. There is a 2% increase in the savings account balance each month through a
process called minting.
UnitedCoin is presenting a new economic model to the world by offering its products and services on the UnitedChain.
UnitedChain allows its members to make up to 1 million transactions per second in a peer-to-peer network. This
blockchain tackles the main obstacles regular blockchains face: scalability, speed and energy consumption.
An ambitious project requires resources to deliver prime quality to the community. Therefore, UnitedCoin is launching
a fundraiser by selling its cryptocurrency, the UNIT, in an “ IMO: Initial Member Offering”. This is similar to an IPO,
ICO or a token sale with the exception only UnitedCoin members may invest. UnitedCoin will use funds raised to
meet the needs of a quickly growing international company. At the end of the token sale, investors will receive access
to their UNITs, which they can use to earn rewards or trade. UNITs purchased during the IMO will be withheld from
withdrawal for a period of 1 year.

UnitedCoin - A Simple Experience

John becomes a member by registering on UnitedCoinís website and invests funds because he believes UnitedCoin
has growth potential. At the end of the IMO, John receives his 1,000 UNITs based on his initial investment. A month
later, John is notified that 20 extra UNITs were deposited in his account as part of the reward program. John also
notices that the price of a UNIT increased from $.50 to $2. This is because each month UnitedCoin injects into the
system 20% of its operating profits. John decides to start mining use his mobile phone and laptop to make some
extra money. He is comfortable trading on the UnitedCoin platform and makes some profits. Now John is ready to
use some of his earnings at his local coffee shop using his UnitedCoin Debit Card, where UNITs will be converted
to dollars to pay for his coffee. And because John has set his device to mine using its spare capacity, heís actually
making money while he enjoys his coffee!
UNITEDCOIN CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR EVERYONE

